Directions for “Dante’s East” – the “gentler” of the two beasts

The East course is 600' less climbing than the west side, and therefore, a kinder and gentler beast, but also around 70 miles; 4.5 hours ride time (9 HILLS in CAPS):
92 to Manlius village,
right on Academy,
left 173,
right on North St to Duguid to route 5 east (Fayetteville),
right on GULF-PALMER #1,
left 173,
descend to Chittenango,
hard right at bottom on Dyke,
right on Olmstead,
right on 13,
left on Falls,
straight through four corners to Carrys Hill Rd (13-CARRYS HILL #2),
straight at top onto Bear Swamp Rd.,
left on Nelson then immediate right on Larkin (you are on Fenner Hill),
right on Buyea,
right on East, cross Nelson,
to Bingley (big descent) back down to right on 13,
back to Chittenango Falls,
left on Rathbun,
left on STANLEY #3,
through to right on East Lake Rd,
then immediate left on Peth,
right on Peck Hill Rd,
left on Palmer,
descend to left on RTE’s 92 / 20 (#4),
right onto 20 (up short hill then long down 20 EAST hill),
crossing Oran-Delphi climb up 20 WEST (#5),
left at top on Gulf,
descend to Oran-Delphi,
left on O-D Rd,
right onto 20 EAST #6,
up to Cazenovia, right on 13,
right on Burlingame to Cobb Hill Rd,
descend to right on Delphi Rd. and descend to Delphi Falls,
straight through to NUMBER 5 RD #7,
climb to top and right turn and still Number 5 at top,
descending to right on Pompey Center Rd,
left on NUMBER 4 / CEMETERY #8,
cross Ridge Rd at top and descend to right on Cemetery,
top out at Pompey Hill, cross 20 and long descent down Henneberry,
right on Brown Gulf,
descend to right on Watervale,
then quick left onto NUMBER 2 #9, last climb,
and descend to left on Pompey Center,
right on Enders, then STOP at 92, Alliance Bank on right.
Refuel at Delphi Falls if necessary, about 55 miles.